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WICK ED  WEEK EN D 
ACTIVI TY  PAC K

Streaming May 15 
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INGREDIENTS

• 500g softened cream cheese

• 1 tsp vanilla essence or extract

• 250g white chocolate

• 300ml whipping cream

• 600g dark chocolate cookies

• 100g butter

• Food colouring, purple and green

MAKING THE BASE

1. Wash your hands!

2. Set aside 10 whole cookies.

3. Finely crush remaining cookies and set 
 aside 1/2 cup of dry crushed cookies for later.

4. Melt butter and pour over crushed cookies,  
 mixing until it resembles wet sand and clumps  
 together when squeezed.

5. Press into a non-stick removable base 
 fluted tart tin (or similar). Ensure cookie  
 mixture thickness is even and reaches the sides  
 and tops of your tart tin. Compact firmly.

6. Roughly break the 10 whole cookies, press  
 them gently into the base and refrigerate.

MAKING THE MIX

1. Wash your hands!

2. Pour 1/2 of the cream (150ml) over 
 the white chocolate and microwave 1 minute.

Prep Time Chill Time Serves Tin Size

30mins 1 hour 8-10 9″ x 2.5″

THE MISTRESS’ COOKIES & CREAM CHEESECAKE
(No Bake)

3. Stir until smooth, microwaving an additional  
 30 seconds if necessary.

4. Combine vanilla and cream cheese. Add 
 white chocolate mixture and beat using an  
 electric mixer until smooth.

5. Divide mixture into 2 bowls. Colour one 
 bowl of mixture green and one bowl purple. 
 (TIP – gel based colours are the most vibrant)

6. Semi whip remaining cream and divide 
 evenly between the green and purple mixtures,  
 folding through gently. (Note – be careful not  
 to overwhip your cream) Continue on next page.  
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CupcakeAddiction

MyCupcakeAddiction

BRINGING IT TOGETHER 

1. Wash your hands!

2. Dollop scoops of purple and green 
 mixture haphazardly inside the chilled 
 base and smooth the top using a spatula.  
 Set a little of each colour aside for  
 finishing touches.

3. Once smooth, use a skewer or 
 chopstick to marble the mixture using 
 a figure 8 pattern.

4. Add a little extra coloured mixture 
 anywhere you feel you need it and marble 
 the surface gently. Freeze approx 1 hour.

5. While you’re waiting, print the 
 Maleficent cake template (page 4) on 
 non toxic cardstock and cut around 
 the silouhette.

6. When the cheesecake is firm to touch, 
 place the template gently on top and press  
 down the edges and corners to ensure a 
 snug fit.

7. Use the remaining crushed dry cookies to  
 sprinkle over the cheesecake, spreading them  
 away from the template so they stick only to  
 the exposed cheesecake. 

8. Use a pastry brush to remove excess crumbs  
 from the template, prise the corners up with  
 a skewer or knife and once all corners are free,  
 remove your template.

9. Be amazed!

Keeps in the fridge for 1 week. 
Best served chilled.

Serve with raspberry coulis or strawberry 
topping for a deliciously evil dessert.
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https://www.facebook.com/cupcakeaddiction
https://www.instagram.com/mycupcakeaddiction
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CAKE TEMPLATE
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STEPS

1.  Print out horns template 
on white card stock.

2.    Cut along solid lines.

3.    Cut a slit in the paper along 
the dotted line and slot tab 
into slit and glue the two 
cutouts together.

4. Attach to either a headband  
 or elastic using the loop holes.

MALEFICENT-INSPIRED
MAKE-AT-HOME HORNS

by House of Harvee

HouseOfHarvee
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https://www.instagram.com/houseofharvee/
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KarlaRoccuzzo

AURORA-INSPIRED BEAUTY LOOK
by Karla Roccuzzo

1. Using a dewy primer, prep your skin 
 to achieve a natural glow.

2. Mixing tinted moisturiser and a pea size 
 of foundation, start to blend your base to  
 achieve a soft coverage with a natural finish.

3. Using small amounts of bronzer, shade 
 your cheek bones to bring a little dimension 
 to the cheek and finish off by applying a   
 generous amount of a soft pink blush to 
 achieve a ‘flushed’ look.

4. Add the same blush to the sockets of your   
 eyes to bring a little detail to your eyes  
 without looking like you’re wearing too much.  
 Pair with your favourite soft, wispy lashes.

5. Apply a soft pink lipstick all over to stain 
 the lip, this will bring colour without looking  
 over done.

6. Set your face with your favourite setting mist!
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https://www.instagram.com/karlaroccuzzo/
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1. Get your head in the right place and your 
 body will follow. 
 Make sure you’re in the right mindset because  
 where your head goes, your body follows.

2. Move in the morning. 
 When you get your workout done first 
 thing, there is far less chance that other 
 stuff will get in the way.

3. 28 minutes is all it takes. 
 28 minutes is a short enough amount of 
 time to work at a high intensity and long  
 enough to get results. It’s the magic number.

4. Make sure you work your upper body, 
 lower body and core and make sure you 
 do some form of cardio. 
 Cardio works your heart which is so important  
 but you need to train your whole body to look  
 after your muscles, joints and bones.  

5. Progress NOT Perfection. 
 There’s no such thing as perfection and 
 if you strive for it you will be dissatisfied. 
 Your journey will be so much more enjoyable 
 if you celebrate all your little wins along 
 the way.

Head to below channels on Monday May 18, 
9am to check out the live workout.

SAM & SNEZ’S FIVE WICKED WORKOUT TIPS

SamWood28

Sam Wood TV

28bySamWood  samjameswood  snezanawood
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https://www.facebook.com/samwood28/
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCDiwvsJ-Evo-ImsNX6aEzOg
https://www.instagram.com/28bysamwood
https://www.instagram.com/samjameswood
https://www.instagram.com/Snezanawood
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cut a slit in the paper along this line

fold

fold

fold
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STEPS

1.  Print out popcorn 
cone on regular paper 
or card-stock.

2.  Cut along solid lines 
and fold dotted lines.

3. Roll into a cone shape  
 and slot tab into slit.

4. Fill with your favourite  
 popcorn!

POPCORN CONE
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SPOT THE DIFFERENCE
Aurora has come to the woods to explore with her 
woodland creatures. Can you spot the seven hidden 
differences around them?

©Disney
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SPOT THE DIFFERENCE
Phillip has asked Aurora to marry him! The woodland 
creatures surround them in celebration. Can you spot 
the eight hidden differences around them?

©Disney
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REACH THE CASTLE
Help Maleficent, Aurora and Diaval 
find their way to the Queen’s castle.
eight hidden differences around them?

©Disney
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OTHER VILLAINS TO WATCH THIS 
WICKED WEEKEND

After the murder of his father, a young lion prince  
flees his kingdom only to learn the true meaning of 

responsibility and bravery.

A selfish Prince is cursed to become a monster for the rest 
of his life, unless he learns to fall in love with a beautiful 
young woman he keeps prisoner.

An evil high-fashion designer plots to steal Dalmatian 
puppies in order to make an extravagant fur coat,  

but instead creates an extravagant mess.

If you liked the Mistress Of Evil, then you will love these other iconic villains.
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Jafar

Scar

Gaston

Cruella

A kind-hearted street urchin Aladdin vies for the love  
of the beautiful princess Jasmine, the princess of Agrabah. 
When he finds a magic lamp, he uses the genie’s magic 
power to make himself a prince in order to marry her.


